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Palladium Premium brings together advanced ERP functionality in one, cost-e�ective solution.  

The Palladium Premium edition includes all of the features of Palladium Enterprise as well as,  

Multi-bin Locations, Dynamic Online / O�ine Point of Sale, a full Warehouse Management 

System as well as a Workshop Management Module, integrating advanced operational 

functionality in one complete solution. Other leading features include Trade Creditor Recons, 

POD Management and a mobile application suite to ensure compliance and unsurpassed 

controls within the organisation.

WHY CHOOSE PREMIUM?

Lowest Cost of Ownership for 
Leading Functionality

Mobile Applications 
Allow Work on the Go

All Business Data in One 
Secure Database

Contact Palladium Accounting on +27 (0)11 568 2900 or sales@palladium.co.za     |     www.palladium.co.za

PALLADIUM PREMIUM
MORE THAN JUST ACCOUNTING
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PALLADIUM PREMIUM FEATURES

Workshop Management Module
Facilitates the quoting and repairs of internal 
or client assets, including vehicle servicing, 
light machine work, fabrications or even 
repairing a computer.

Multi-bin Locations
Store the same Inventory Items across 
Multiple Bins allowing you to optimise space 

store a month’s worth of stock in easy to 
access bins up front and store the bulk at the 
back.

Trade Creditor Recons
Ensure that all Creditors Accounts are 
reconciled to make sure that all liabilities are 
recorded to avoid unnecessary surprises.

Dashboards
Intuitive, easy-to-read Dashboards present 
your data in much simple to understand 

POD Document Management 
With POD Document Management you can 
easily add POD’s to any Sales Invoice or 
Delivery Advice. You can also run reports 
on open POD’s allowing you to identify 
outstanding POD’s so that you can better 
manage and quantify the risk or contingent 
liability associated with missing documents.

Advanced Point of Sale
Process retail transactions regardless of 

(PoS) you can transact without a network 
connection, allowing you to process sales 
quicker.

Laybys
Manage Laybys with unique Document 
Numbers and a dedicated layby Pricelist.

Soft BOMs
Create Bill of Materials templates that can be 
edited at the time of sale.

Advanced Projects
The Projects module has been enhanced 
with the introduction of Project Stages, the 
ability to allocate resources to Projects 

Projects allows you to track your Projects 
and Resource allocation by Stage to control 
and assess spending, resource use and 

Intercompany Operability
Switch between working in multiple 
companies in Palladium without needing to 
login every time.

central screen including the ability to add 
serial and lot numbers to labels.

Business Alerts

in your ERP and business management 

Alerts triggers and automatically sends 
actions connected to those activities to 
customers, suppliers or employees via email 
or SMS. 

Multiple Units of Measure
Purchase Items in one Unit and then 
receive, store and sell in in any Unit of 
Measure required.

IBT Orders
Centrally procure Inventory and transfer the 
Orders to the branches that requested the 
stock. Once Inventory has been transferred 
it is allocated to Goods in Transit until it has 
been GRV’d, ensuring accuracy of On-hand 
and Available Quantities.

View Related Companies 
Inventory

companies or branches in read-only mode.
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PO to SO across Companies
Convert Purchase Orders to Sales across 
related companies.

Item Numbering Convention 
Lookup

and Descriptions Lookup table to ensure 
that users conform to the correct numbering 
convention.

CRM
Manage your Leads, Prospects and 
Customers from end-to-end.

Preview Financials 

Income Statement and Trial Balance before 
recording.

ECommerce 
Set up a Magento online store that syncs 
with Palladium Accounting, allowing you to 
run an online store while using your ERP 
solution to manage Inventory, Customers 
and pricing, greatly reducing maintenance 
time, eliminating online store restocking 
and improving reporting.

.

Inventory Enquiry by Location
Check on-hand stock quantities by warehouse.

Inventory Enquiry by Item
Check inventory availability by item.

Delivery Advices
Convert sales orders to delivery advices.

STANDARD MOBILE FEATURES

 Starndard features across both applications include:
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Android and iOS based Palladium application that provides the ability 

Orders and Sales Quotes or to check inventory availability.

Sign to Glass

Sales Orders and Sales Quotes 

approved orders and quotes on the 
road.

Sales Quotes & Orders

to live data. Email quotes or orders 
from the device.

Stock Count

quantities.

Warehouse Transfers

warehouses.

Bin Transfers

your warehouse space.

Customer Enquiry
Search for and view customer accounts.

Performance Dashboards 
View BI dashboards for up-to-date 
reports.

GRVs

Multiple Stock Pick
Process pick tickets for multiple items at the 
same time and mark items as picked.

Stock Pick
Process pick tickets and mark items as 
picked.
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